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“We speak many languages but sometimes not even our own”(Ini Rromnja1) 

1.Introduction 

        1.1 Rromani
2
- The Mothertongue my Mothers Tongue can't Speak 

Rromani is, or should have been my language. Instead, I have grown up, thinking my cultural heritage was Yugoslav and I had to find 

out that we are Yugoslav Rrom_nj_a
3
. My mother still is not able to acknowledge her history. The Porrajmos

4
 with its aftermaths 

killed our identity and with it, the language attached to it. If assimilation leads to extinction, I am sure that love and the will to 

struggle might bring a self-command and strength back again. I want to reappropriate what had been taken from me and give my 

voice a language to talk in. To have this option is based on the struggle of my sisters and brothers who resisted assimilationist 

pressure and maintained our language. I can do it, because of those who struggle(d) for an own grammar and who acknowledge the 

fate of my generation. In his foreword to Das-Duma Romanes, Ronald Lee commits his book to the younger generation saying: 

“Kakya buki sas amáro suno. Te thas tele ande ram, amári shib, te sikyon, amare terne, pêngi Rrómani shib ánde l' gesa te aven.” 

which means: “This work was our dream. That we put down in writing, our language, that our young people might learn their Romani 

language in the days to come” which touched me, as it was a work committed to my innermost struggle. Now I want to dedicate my 

own work to the ones whose souls are also striving for a connection to the past, through the present to change the future. My political 

beliefs and my social experience as Rromni in a country with a fascist history and racist present inform this work, I am writing by 

wanting to transform the discourse about ourselves. 

 

 1.2.Thesis:Existence is Resistance 

I want to connect postcolonial, antiracist struggle theory with sociolinguistics. Throughout centuries and up to now the Rrom_nj_a 

are a marginalized people, Having experienced slavery in Romania in the 18
th
 century, the Porrajmos under Hitler throughout Europe 

and the majority of them living now literally at the margin of society in mahalas5 or refugee camps all over the world, the 

Rrom_nj_a people were and keep on being an oppressed people. These circumstances do support a bad attitude towards the own 

group and therefore, if Rromani should be maintained, impose the need to resist assimilation in everyday life on every Rrom_nji, by 

loving oneself even stronger. In white supremacist patriarchy
6
 learning Rromani or speaking it as Rrom_ni is an active fight against 

the politics of divide and conquer, which work by privileging Rrom_nj_a, who assimilate, in opposition to Rrom_nj_a who do not. 

                                                 
1
Speech held on 3

rd
 March, 2012 on Demonstration against racist propaganda against Rroma 

2
Writing Rromani and all the words deriving from this stem with a Rr refers to the spelling of Rromani linguists whose spelling I prefer as it reflects the 

Rromani pronunciation in its Grapheme (cp. Bakker, p. 10) 
3
As Rroma is the plural of a Rrom, which is masculine and therefore women and transgenders are not being represented I will talk about Rrom_nj_ a throughout 

the following document. 
4
Romani-term for the Holocaust against Rrom_nj_a and other groups who were perpetrated as “Gypsies” 

5
I use mahala for the quarters in the Balkans, which are traditionally outside of bigger towns, wherenearly only Rrom_nj_a are living. 

6
I use this term like bell hooks uses it in: Ain't I  a Woman?: Black Women and Feminism. 1999.It shows the relationship between different oppressions and 

their simultanity, white hereby is used for the social status of being privileged by racism 
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This hierarchical treatment of members of the same group should reinforce a division, appropriating some to the purpose of white 

idea(l)s and degrading others to weaken the community as a whole. Therefore my thesis is that language maintenance of Rromani 

should be considered an anti-racist resistance-strategy. I would like to highlight some of the aspects of this struggle in my homework. 

I took Edwards critique of a need to add emotion and history in sociolinguistic analysis (cp:41)into consideration. This is why I will, 

after having defined the term resistance,work out the efforts made by Gadže
7
 to eliminate Rromani throughout history and the effects 

it has on Rrom_nj_a today, where passing as member of another immigrant group is accepted or even reinforced in order to survive 

as Rrom_ni in white supremacist capitalist patriarchy. The focus will be held on the area of Europe, which I chose because 

Rrom_nj_a are transnational. I would like to prove that language use of Rromani has served as a 'safer space' and a sign of solidarity 

for my people. I believe that self-love and demarcation against Gadže has been a strategy of resistance towards assimilationist 

pressure, which will develop in the last part of this work. Also, recent efforts to preserve the language will be presented. The 

following can only provide an overview of attitude and developments concerning language maintenance, which will be discussed 

throughout the paper 

 

1.3.What is Rromani? 

”Romani is a normal language with a fascinating history and one which has survived almost a millenium outside its area of origin, 

despite the oppression it has faced.[it is]the only European language”(Bakker:118) 

There are many stereotypes about the language of Rrom_nj_a, as well as there are about its speakers. Therefore it might seem 

necessary for a Rrom_ni to say something about the normality of this language and to clarify that  ” Romani is not a dialect. Romani 

is a language and like all languages it consists of a number of dialects.”(Bakker: 24) Even though one might think linguists wouldn't 

need these self-explanatory descriptions, the failure of white linguists shows us the opposite. Instead of understanding Rrom_nj_a as a 

diverse people, who are subsumed under the general term Rrom_nj_a, the white capitalist patriarchy we are living in, constructs them 

as homogenous people and invents racist terms. Therefore Bakker goes on by citing a Rromani proverb: Roma nane jekh. 

which”means 'Roma are not all the same'(...)This shows that Roma differ not only as individuals, but also from group to group… 

Romani shows dialect differences, but is clearly one and the same language.”(Bakker, 11). This is true, although Rromani is spoken 

in a vast area, and although the Rrom_nj_a are scattered throughout the world. Due to current assessments, Rromani has around 60 

different dialects and other than most languages no homogenizing standard. Even though some speakers even wouldn't call 

themselves Rrom or Rromni all of them call their language Rromanes. (cp.Bakker, 29). I prefer Rromani as I want to be read in 

continuity of the work of Rroma-linguists, like Ronald Lee and Peter Bakker and because Rromanes literally translated would be 

“like the Rroma” and not “of the Rroma”. This mistake interestingly fits well to the use of Rromani by Gadže, who often tried to 

speak like Rrom_nj_a, but never with another interest than direct or indirect destruction. We would only have to read the biography 

of Josef Mengele, who learned Rromani to study Rrom_nj_a children and then killed them with horrible experiments. The same man 

would be, after 1945, the founder of the Institute of Tsiganology at the University of Münster. 

                                                 
7
Romani- term for Non-Rrom_nj_a, further explonation on p.12 
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The number of Rrom_nj_ a worldwide is disputed, but it is estimated that there are between 10 to 12 million Rrom_nj_a living in 

Europe. After Bakker and Kyuchukov the number of Speakers of Rromani must certainly be over 5 million worldwide.(108) It can be 

generalized that not all Rrom_nj_a speak Rromani, but everyone speaking Rromani as his_her mothertongue must be a Rrom_ni. 

When Glissant, cited by Briton, states that “lack of language is experienced as a lack of being” and that “this leads to a feeling of 

existential inferiority”(108), I would argue, that this is even worse in the case of Rrom_nj_a as they are without a common country, a 

common religion or even a common culture. (Although there are striking similarities between the groups). Edwards therefore 

classifies Rromani as a “Non-adjoining and Non-cohesive language spoken by a Non-unique minority“ (40)and Hajram Baliti, who 

had published a Rromani-Serbian dictionary, consequently states “Jezik je njihova drzava” (Language is our State.) 

Glissant who uses de Saussures entities of langage and langue defines langage as a shared attitude in a given community of 

confidence or mistrust in the [langue or langues] it uses (30). I would transfer this on Rromani, which is a language facing so many 

barriers for being one language that the langage of Rromani must be its unifying character. Although Glissant speaks out against an 

identity based on language and expresses the idea that “identity cannot be language”(18) and it would be even more helpful to 

distinguish between language and identity as two different things, this idea cannot be supported in the case of Rromani. It is, next to 

the experience of racism, an important reference point in Rrom_nj_a identity and therefore constitutes identity, as we will see in the 

following. 

 

Although often attempted to be destroyed, Rromani has persisted for more than 700 years as group language. Furthermore the fact 

that Rrom_nj_a “are multilinguals, and influences from other languages they speak, can affect their Romani.”(Bakker, Kyuchukov:11) 

did not lead to a destruction of the language by language shift and then loss. Although some dialects of Rromani are already extinct, 

because their speakers are dead, or they simply had to hide their heritage, it is not true that Rromani disappears. In fact it is even 

strengthened by Rrom_nj_a who give it to their children and linguists giving it back to those who had already lost it. 

 

1.3.Existence is Resistance 

In order to prove my thesis, that Rromani had to resist and still resists, I would like to go into detail concerning the term 'resistance'. 

Amal I. Madibbo stresses the importance of this term in a racist context ” because this approach reveals that the social actors are not 

passive victims but are socially and politically aware (Elabor-Idemudia,2000). These social actors do not exist to confront groups, but 

rather to deploy efforts to develop their communities and to reinforce principles of social justice”(149) I would go further and  say 

that oppressed groups are always resisting when facing suppression I would say that this is true in no matter which way, they (re)act. 

Hereby I am inspired by Glissant, whose concept of Detour shows “what the notion of strategy can become when there is no longer 

any difference between passivity and struggle, courage and submission, rebellion and suicide, suicide and fight to the 

death.”(Britton:28). For sure Glissant is writing from a decolonial perspective and refers to dichotomous power-relations, which, 

from my point of view, are still not broken, neither globally, nor on any specific place on earth. Detour, therefore comes from the 
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inability “to overturn the relations of oppression,it aims to destabilize them and to turn the master-slave opposition into 'an 

unbalanced situation, never static always in the process of being redefined'”(28)The old slogan 'existence is resistance' therefore can 

be applied on this idea as it reflects the discourses in power, which always deny the oppressed an existence at all, might it be in a 

debate about interning Rrom_nj_a in camps, as the presidential candidate Hollande just did in France 
8
or in a debate about the 

integration of Rrom_nj_a, literally meaning assimilation, because persistence of the own culture is not reflected in it. I would further 

differentiate between the existential resistance which includes passing
9
 and the cultural resistance, which tries to protect values like 

language: In order to resist oppression, which sometimes is an existential act, Rrom_nj_a might need to pass in order to get a job or 

only in order to survive. Hereby both concepts do not exclude each other, they might work at the same time, or even separated. For 

cultural resistance the effort has to be made not to pass and to speak the language. Glissant writing as a Caribbean speaker of Creole 

whose ancestors had lost their language due to colonization, interprets language as “cultural resistance” and concludes that 

“resistance therefore is a matter of defending cultural difference.”(Britton:180) 

 

Another important facet of Glissants' analysis which can be applied to Rromani and the collective experience of Rrom_nj_a would be 

the idea of Opacity as resistance. When he states that “the colonizer cannot control(...)what he cannot see”(21) and if we are aware, 

that the oppressed group is at the center of attention “ Opacity cannot mean simply hiding, because there is culturally as well as 

literally nowhere to hide. Opacity therefore has to be produced as an unintelligible presence from within the visible presence of the 

colonized (…) language [can therefore be a] naturally opaque protection for the colonized”(19). Further Glissant says  that “if the 

enemy cannot be attacked directly, the confusion is such that opposition is not coherent and organized, it is not even entirely 

conscious (26)This again proves the idea that resistance is always happening and that resistance is at the same time the reaction to 

oppression as the transformation of it. Only by acting, the opressed already challenges the status quo and transforms reality and future 

vision at the same time. This does not have to be done directly or aggressively, it neither has to be willingly done to be resistance. 

When Rrom_nj_a speak Rromani they preserve something of their own, which stands in opposition to the dominant other. Defending 

difference is therefore defending the demarcation lines which already exist and which serve as a protection. At the same time the 

demarcation lines are a threat to whiteness, as they destroy the myth of a white nation. In this light it becomes understandable that 

Germany, considered the language of German Rrom_nj_a and Sinti as national minority language only in 1995, although Rrom_nj_a 

and Sinti have been living here for 500 years! 

Christina Bratt Paulston does an interesting analysis, which is worth to be transformed at this point. When she calls “an ethnic 

movement (...) when ethnicity as an unconscious source of identity turns into a conscious strategy, usually in competition for scarce 

resources”(Edwards:71),she acts as if the group identity could be unconscious. I would say, the mere construction of identity always 

is a conscious process. It is contradictory to be part of a group, without expressing it to the outside, or at least knowing to be part of it, 

especially if the group is in a marginalized position of society, as discrimination and the deprivilegizing is felt by every member of 

                                                 
8
cp.:http://www.wsws.org/articles/2012/feb2012/roma-f24.shtml 

9
Passing is the process of being seen as member of another group, Nella Larsen, a Black woman, passing as white has coined this term in her 1929 novel 

“passing”- for more details see p.10 

http://www.wsws.org/articles/2012/feb2012/roma-f24.shtml
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those groups. Interestingly although she utilises “usually” and suggests a normality, she was not able to find any “ethnic movement”. 

I would suggest to talk about the awareness of identity and disagree by saying that, at least in the case of speakers of Rromani, the  

mere ability to speak is a sign of awareness of the group-identity,which is and hereby I agree, instrumentalized in the everyday 

struggle for resources. When reading “Wir leben im Verborgenen. Erinnerungen einer Rom-Zigeunerin” 10 , the story of Prof. Ceija 

Stojka, a Rromni, who had survived four concentration camps as a child, one can find out about the extreme solidarity under 

Rrom_nj_a in the will to survive, where Rromani is the language of spreading survival strategies. Stojkas mother talks in the 

mothertongue when she teaches her children, how to behave in order to survive. 

I would conclude this part by defining the existence of Rromani as mother tongue always as a form of resistance of its speakers 

wherever it is spoken because Rrom_nj_a face racism everywhere on earth. Throughout the second part the notion of existential and 

cultural resistance will be used as categories of analysis. 

 

2. History of Rromani in Spotlights on Racism 

2.1.Assimilation Politics or forced Language Shift 

Racism reflects the way the racist is thinking, not the people it is describing. Nevertheless, like any other oppression it does not affect 

negatively the producer, but the recipients of racism. This is why I have to get into detail concerning the history of persecution to 

describe the effects on Rromani and the attitude towards it. 

The first documentation of Rrom_nj_a in Europe dates back to the 13
th
 century. Due to the fact, that the Rromani language is based 

on Central Indian Sanskrit, Linguists and Historians agree that they must have wandered from India over Iran and Armenia into  the 

Greek-speaking Byzantine Empire (cp. Bakker 15-6) Some Rrom_nj_a historians guess that this might have already been the first 

wave of persecution. A lot of Rrom_nj_a stayed in the Balkans and wandered later into the North, South and West of Europe. The 

Sinti went to Western and Central Europe. Because Rromani is highly influenced by Eastern-European languages some linguists 

might call it a “Balkanized Indian language”(Lee:p.12) Throughout history, speakers of the dominant language have followed two 

main interdependent strings of destruction of Rrom_nj_a and their language: Assimilation and extinction. 

Quite a short time after their arrival in the area of todays' Romania, Rrom_nj_a were kept as slaves for more than 500 years.  

(cp.:Holzinger, 2) Throughout this time, it was forbidden to marry, they had no housing and were not granted the status of human 

beings, but they legally were the property of their owners. There were no legal consequences for the slaveholders, when they killed, 

raped or beat Rrom_nj_a. After their liberation in 1856, many Rrom_nj_a fled from Romania to France, Ukraine, Bulgaria, Serbia 

and Hungary , they also migrated to Russia. The majority of them staid in the area where they had been slaves. They chose to live in 

Isolation from Gadže . Romanian Rrom_nj_a are said to have the purest Rromani in Europe, because their vocabulary still kept a lot 

of elements from Sanskrit. This might be, because their isolation had been forced on them since their very arrival. 

                                                 
10

English title:We Live in Seclusion. The Memories of a Romni 
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When the Sinti moved further to Western Europe  ”[t]hey were suspected of being spies of the Turks, banished, outlawed, executed as 

magicians and witches, accused of spreading pestilence or it was tried to assimilate them to the majority by force”(Holzinger 1) In 

some places in Germany white mobs hunted for Rrom_nj_a as if they were animals and killed them in the forests. Normally they did 

not get any admission to stay, but for some days. The well-known myth about wandering Rrom_nj_a actually is based on a history 

and present of persecution. For sure this need for community, combined with the restricted contact to native speakers of German 

(namely only as clients or persecutors) reinforced language maintenance. 

Empress Maria Theresa of the Austro-Hungarian Empire tragically succeeded in demolishing the Hungarian dialect of my language, 

due to her aggressive assimilation politics. She”wanted to make the Roma undistinguishable from Hungarian citizens and banned 

their language. Her decrees of 1761 and 1767 ordered twenty-five lashes for those who spoke Romani.” (Bakker:81) It was also she, 

who “forced Roma to change their names . Nevertheless some Indian based Romani surnames have preserved “(63).This form of 

identity politics meant for Rrom_nj_a forcibly to deny the beauty of the own in order to survive. This cruel and calculated destruction 

of Rromanipe (Rroma identity), should not stay a singular case in history: The politics of assimilation were not less violent in Spain, 

where “everyone caught speaking Romani would have his or her tongue cut out.”(Bakker:81). As the sociolinguist Bakker correctly 

points out,”Prohibition of the language was only one step in a campaign to eliminate the Roma altogether. Being a Rom could in 

itself carry a death penalty. The consequences of these measures were manifold and loss of the language was certainly the least 

serious of these.”(82).These Prohibitions took place in  Portugal, Spain and to some extent in Hungary (82) 

At the peak of fascist ideology implementation, 500.000 Rrom_nj_a were killed in the Porrajmos. This led to the loss of whole 

dialects  ”Almost all of the speakers of the Havati dialect of Croatia, of the Czech Romani dialect and the Laiuse dialect of Estonia 

were massacred by the Nazis”(Bakker:108). From 1938 on it was forbidden for Rrom_nj_a children to visit school. Before that, the 

Nazis had organized segregated class-rooms were Rrom_nj_a children were taught. This kind of class-rooms are not a sad relict of 

the past, but can still be found in Bulgaria or the Czech Republic. At Hitlers time, other states followed the Anti-Rrom_nj_a politics 

of Germany: “ in1939 the Slovak state outlawed the Roma for speaking Romani.”(82) 

Shortly after having killed so many people, and due to a lack of coming to terms with the history, especially with the Porrajmos -In 

German school books you could find no more than a paragraph, more often only a sentence about the genocide on Rrom_nj_a- the 

planned suppression of Rromani continued also in the Communist world. In the resolution of the Central Committee of the 

Communist party of the ČSSR in 1958  the “policy of strict assimilation” was declared for the Rrom_nj_a population. This meant to 

forbid any written Rromani ´.The law was banned only in 1989 (cp.: Hübschmannová 192-3).  Bakker informs us that ”In some areas 

of the Czech Republic, Romani children had to pay one crown for each Romani word that they use in class.”(82) written efforts were 

also undermined by law in Bulgaria where “As recently as the 1980s it was forbidden to print Romani.”(Bakker, 81) 

Another important strategy of racist assimilation politics would be 'divide and conquer'. In order to achieve a destruction of the group 

(-identity), the arranged privileging of chosen members of a group is used to destroy the risk of collective resistance. Therefore 

Hübschmannovás' analysis sees the”Spontaneous decay of the language” [as]caused by disintegration of the traditional Romani 
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community, and increase of contacts with gadže and gadžikane languages(through mass media).” (202). Splitting assimilation politics 

into its components, we have to admit that non-recognition must be part of it, because it is promoting language loss: If a language is 

only learnable at home and its only source of prestige is within the community, an outer lack of interest/support can and should be 

read as passive act of repression. This is even more true, when members of the group start to be interested in the opinion of outsiders. 

For the individual Rromani speaker it can be said that “the impact of radio and television, the school system, the need for jobs and 

lack of official support, have … led to a shift towards other languages”(Bakker:108). Furthermore travelling Rrom_nj_a got separated 

because in some places in Europe it was forbidden to travel in clans (Opre Roma!). The Nazis did the same by dividing families at 

first by gender into different concentration camps, at the arrival they would kill at first the eldest and the weakest, so that whole 

families were scattered over different places and it took sometimes years to reunite the surviving parts of the family. 

As any change in and on language depends in general on the choice of the speaker I have to integrate the aspect of internalized racism, 

which I would define roughly, as the effect racism has on self-perception. It can be said that Europe constructs itself as white, this is 

why there are officially no Black people or Rrom_nj_a chosen as representatives on an EU-level. This myth has a huge impact on the 

construction of identity. Braxton presents Glissants' scale of language maintenance in relation to identity. One end would be “de-

propriation [that is to say ]the construction of an alienated pseudo French Identity”(92).(We should exchange French with white to 

transform it on Rrom_nj_a). He explains further that this comes from the wish “to “be” the white Frenchman  ”and that this 

includes ”above all to speak like he does. ”The other end of the scale would be “reappropriation” which he defines as “the confused 

and largely unconscious attempt to express and come to terms with the social contradictions”(83) 

Transferring this theories on Rrom_nj_a is very fruitful. When Bakker describes the effects of racism and says that ”Some groups 

have responded in clinging even more tenaciously to their language and customs, while others have lost part or all of their language, 

and others notably the Sinti, do not want outsiders to learn their language, or even to know about it.(83), I would argue that those who 

had lost Rromani consciously, would de-propriate, whereas those who do everything to keep it and those who even make it invisible 

would be in the process of reappropriation. In chapter 3 I will get into detail with the process of reapropriation, the process of de-

propriation is described in the following chapter in more detail. 

2.2. Passing as resistance strategy- losing Rromani 

“Do not look at the SS,look to be invisible! And don't cry! But you should not laugh either! Into your inner you can laugh, into your 

stomach, but to the outside don't laugh anymore”11 

(Sidonie Stojka to her child in Wir leben im Verborgenen:39) 

The novel “Passing” gives an interesting in-view into the mind of People of Color, who try to benefit from the racist hierarchy, by 

using their outer appearance as permission to enter white spaces. One of its main characters talks about it as “this hazardous business 

of “passing”, this breaking away from all that was familiar and friendly to take one's chance in another environment, not entirely 

                                                 
11

Original quote:“Schaut nicht auf die SS, schaut, dass ihr unsichtbar seid! Und weint nicht!Aber ihr sollt auch nicht lachen!Nach innen könnt ihr lachen, in 

euren Bauch hinein, aber nach außen dürft ihr nicht mehr lachen!” 
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strange perhaps, but certainly not entirely friendly” (Larsen:15) Later the narrator tells us “She was caught between two allegiances, 

different, yet the same. Herself. Her Race.”(78) The interesting point made in the book is that passing is in fact an effective way of 

surviving in white spaces, at least for some time: Clare Kendry, who has white skin, lives together with a white man, who supports 

her with luxury until he finds out about her heritage. In the second citation, it becomes obvious that the gap between group-

membership of the own and the entrance into white spaces cannot be overcome by passing. The material well-being can be ensured, 

but not at all the emotional or collective well-being. Passing always has to be considered as an individual gain, which forfeits 

solidarity. It is therefore an act of existential resistance and not cultural resistance. Of course this act of existential resistance was a 

factor for the loss of Hungarian Rromani after the reign of Maria Theresa and still is a cause for language shift. 

But it is not only the factor of materialism which works as a basis for passing. Moreover the acceptance of a white norm is included in 

this action. As Glissant puts it ”“white” language is not simply opposed: in fact, some of its most damaging effects derive from the 

way in which French and its cultural values are -partially and ambivalently- internalized by Martinicans”(as cited by Braxton:83) 

Braxton explains further:” the colonized subject, in other words, suffers a particular kind of alienation that involves imitating and 

identifying with the European Other ... As Glissant formulates it: “the Martinican.... sees through eyes, that are not his own””I do not 

want to equate the Situation on Martinique to the situation for Rrom_nj_a in Europe. I couldn't do it either. But Glissants analysis 

gives us important hints on the reasons for passing, and hence for language shift or loss on a psychological level. If we refer to the 

fact that ”there are Roma who do not want to be identified as Roma,[who] may refuse to speak their mother tongue in public or even 

in the home.[with the effect that] Their children grow up without any knowledge of  Romani “.(Bakker:42) We can find the source of 

this behaviour in the racism, which is a permanent reality in Rrom_nj_a life and which has already exchanged the self-perception, 

with a regard of oneself from outside. 

When Kyuchukov and Bakker give reasons for the impossibility of reliable data on speakers of Rromani they state that ”First, many 

Roma hide their identity to avoid being discriminated against, and they may also deny speaking the language. Many Roma still 

remember times when being a Rom was in itself equivalent to a death sentence, most recently during the Second World War and in 

the Yugoslav War. Secondly in most countries Romani is not a recognized language”(39)We should add the level of economic 

situation to understand Passing. Kyuchukov writes that”Roma themselves may feel, that by shifting to the language of the country 

they live in, they may gain better access to jobs.”(108). 

After all, language shift is a child of passing. We should distinguish hereby two different levels of assimilation concerning language- 

You can pass and teach your children to pass- therefore perfectionize the imitation as Glissant would put it, or you can pass only in 

different contexts but keep Rromani at home as secret language. And for sure Rrom_nj_ a have the choice to decide not to pass and to 

live with and against the racism. At this point, I would like to stress that choice of course is a privilege, which requests options. If 

these options touch questions of nutrition or survival the term 'choice' becomes cynical. I would like to conclude by saying that 

although Passing is existential resistance, but not at all cultural resistance. 
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3.Language maintenance throughout history and today 

  3.1Use of the Language 

During the middle- ages, when the Rrom_nj_a arrived,” They provided the peasants with blacksmith and musical services; well-

digging, adobe production, basket-weaving,[and]seasonal field-work” (Hübschmannová, 194). In the Balkans it was not allowed for 

Rrom_nj_a to travel, so they were settled in the outskirts of villages and as already mentioned above, they were forced to travel 

incentral and Western Europe. It can be said, that these occupations were not only traditional, but also functional. Naturally, 

Rrom_nj_a developed a fully working language in all of these domains. This vocabulary is shared in every Rromani-dialect. As new 

concepts have evolved from the middle-ages on, Rrom_nj_a often leaned words from the dominant language. Lee works this out, 

very  well, in his analysis, we can see that the historical situation bears words to name the sufferig, this is why in todays Rromani, we 

have words like “kláva, kláviya, and kino meaning, slave slavery and suffering “,”Hitlêri (hitler) Fashismo (fascism) and kámpo-

konsêntráko” were needed to describe the Porrajmos-which was as well a new word As Rrom_nj_a lived as well under communism, 

the vocabulary took into consideration concepts like “Sosialismó (socialism) or Komisário”The recent situation has to be described 

by words like “rasísmo(racism), persekútsiya (persecution), azílanto (refugee)and shingale (immigration police)”(Ronald Lee: 258) 

This vocabulary is still available to most  Rrom_nj_a families, because the history of suffering is part of the collective memory, and 

therefore has a huge impact on the vocabulary. Bakker informs us, that “In each extended family, stories about the ancestors are told 

again and again. It is very interesting for instance that even the representatives of the youngest generation can narrate in great detail 

the dramatic experiences of their grandfathers and great-grandfathers during the Second World War. Even stories from the First 

World War are still being told.”(53).This explains the persistence and ongoing need of historical terms. 

Although Rroma linguist like Bakker and Kyuchukov stress the fact that Rromani is and has been used in domains like TV programs, 

Rromani international political and scientific meetings and even in a couple of official papers (cp. 103-104), Hübschmannová has 

found out, that “If ever themes lying outside the range of everyday communication are discussed, bilingual speakers shift into a non-

Romani language.” (195-196 ). The men have to admit, too that “Technical, administrative and professional terms in particular differ 

from dialect to dialect and make international communication between Romani speaker difficult”(113) Furthermore it is true that the 

permanent diaspora of Rrom_nj_ a has produced a vocabulary which is everything but uniform. Leanwords and borrowings differ 

from region to region (cp:Bakker:47).As already mentioned, every Rromni and every Rrom has to use gadže languages “in order to 

communicate with non-Romani administrators, colleagues, customers, friends, neighbours, shopkeepers and teachers.” (41) But as 

children are sometimes not dependent on any of these encounters, Rrom_nj_a monolinguals can be found under the smaller 

ones.(cp:41) 

Another traditional function of Rromani is singing where domains like celebration, love and other personal crises are discussed. 

Although taboos differ from group to group Rrom_nj_a would not discuss special parts of the body between women and men, and 

diseases should not ever be mentioned (47) 
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3.2.Significance of community 

Without community there is no love, without love there is no community (Audre Lorde) 

Most linguists agree that minority languages are in need of dense and broad social networks, to be maintained (cp:Clyne 325). 

Edwards states, when writing about“Groups that were able to remain segregated from a dominant group for a long time, and 

functioned as an autonomous “market”,that” Once their relative isolation as a group is threatened, their language is a candidate for 

shift”(7). One could express it more positively like Kipp does, by saying that “it is easier for large communities to provide a context 

and an impetus for language maintenance.”(323) Nowadays most Rrom_nj_a, who are speaking Rromani do have strong social 

networks to support this knowledge and spreading because either they are forced to live together far away from the cities in mahalas 

or asylum camps or they choose to live in the same neighborhood as the community does. Rrom_nj_a families and networks as well 

as racism and exclusion have undermined most efforts to live with gadže and thus took an important part in the survival of the 

language. Bratt Paulston says about Rrom_nj_a in Sweden:”Both sets of behavior,[Rrom_nj_a]cultural behavior and Swedish 

discriminatory behavior , will tend to enforce ethnic boundary maintenance”(66) this might partially be true, but she forgets the 

emotional level and lines the argumentation in the wrong way: It is the Rrom_nj_a who are being discriminated against and then 

logically react with disinterest in the majority culture and language, because instead of hate from outsiders, they will chose for love 

from the community 

3.2.1.self-love/solidarity/unity 

Concerning Cantonese in Austria, Clyne finds out that there was “an apparent “mismatch” between marketplace value in the eyes of 

the general community and marketplace value as perceived by the relevant language community.(328). I would call this form of 

hidden prestige self-love. If you love the own, you will protect it. We can see this self-love institutionalized in the book Das-Duma 

Romanes. Bakker and Kyuchukov claim that ”even in Romani communities where the language is being lost, there is a noticeable 

trend for young people to relearn the language that their parents or grandparents had preferred not to transmit to their children.(108) 

A form of solidarity can also be read in the Rromani greeting,which means 'what are you doing' and is no wish as in other languages, 

Bakker and Kyuchukov see in it the nature of social control and mention security reasons. That is especially logical, as you gain more 

easily knowledge about the problems and needs of a family only by meeting them (48). Security can in a far sense be understood as 

solidarity, as it promotes the notion of belonging to each other and having control over each others lifes. And as we have already 

learned, most Rrom_nj_a were and are in a permanent state of danger 

3.2.2.Demarcation 

I have already pointed out, that community plays an important role in language maintenance. One aspect of sustaining community for 

Rrom_nj_a is demarcation. I would like to illustrate this point by analyzing a racist newspaper article, which unwillingly showed the 

opaque resistance of a Rrom towards a so-called “Tsiganologist”As Glissant would put it,”the detours of representation, … can reveal 

the traces of the subaltern subject-position in language and its occasional ability to fracture the dominant discourse”(183) The 
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following is a beautiful example for the fracturing of mainstream racist knowledge-production. 

In the article “So sind sie halt die Zigeuner” (This how they are the Gypsies), the reader of the German well-known newspaper could 

read on the ________datum___ "You writers are nice people,  Stojan pat me on the back”you believe every rubbish, which one tells 

you
12

 and later “Roma name foreigners Gadsche. That means idiot, peasant or enemy
13

” Of course the definition is wrong. I would 

interpret this misinforming, which the Rrom had done obviously the whole time, as opacity and a form of destroying transparency. 

This  gives some space of the own. The Rroma proverb “Maškar le gadžende, leski šib si le Romeski zor” literally meaning 

“Surrounded by the Gadže, The Rrom's strength is in his tongue.” (cp. Bakker:75) Shows that rhetorics and the deriving 

intransparency are considered a useful strategy when being in the center of attention from the outside. But let's come back to the term 

gadže 

When Bakker defines the term, his text becomes increasingly ironic:“From this list it is clear, that the Roma are like the Gadže in 

their naming behaviour. They use one term to generalise over all those who do not belong to their group, ignoring the diversity of the 

Gadže. Most of the terms used by Roma for non-Roma outsiders are unflattering, negative and belittling. Here again they do not 

differ from Gadže.”(63) Only this definition shows that demarcation is taking place within the langage. 

I would like to complete this subtopic by the practice of naming among Rrom_nj_a. Kyuchukov explains:“Most Roma use two kinds 

of names. First they have an official name which is “ in their passport”. This is their gadžikano nav, or “Gadžo name”. Second, they 

also have a Romano nav”Romani name”, the main function of which is to protect the individual. The protective name must be 

different from the official passport name.”(63) If the community and outsiders do not know the Gadzikano name, no institution would 

be able to track the path of  the person in the passport. 

3.3.Rromani as a secret language 

As already explained, opacity of language is a weapon against cultural oppression. (cp. Braxton: 183). for sure it is at the same time a 

result of assimilation politics. What Hübschmannová calls “schizophrenic attitudes [of Rrom_nj_a] towards their Romipen.” is what I 

would like to call opaque resistance. In the context, she is talking about, her text deals with the Czech Republic, where”Many parents 

protest against the idea of introducing Romani into school. They consider it a humiliation and a discrimination against their own 

children”(195). Glissant says that “trying to understand is an act of aggression, as it constitutes the Other as object of knowledge.”(20) 

This and Rrom_nj_a history shed a different light on what Hübschmannová calls schizophrene: It is very helpful to listen to a well-

known Sintizza, who had explained, why she is against the writing down of Sintikhes: 

“It is our language, our only retreat, our protection. This is why it is handed down exclusively orally. The 

only German woman who spoke perfectly Romanes and which I know, was the KZ-doctor Eva Justin, who 

                                                 
12

Original text:Ihr Schreiberlinge seid nette Leute", klopfte mir Stojan auf die Schulter. "Ihr glaubt jeden Blödsinn, den man euch erzählt." Ich fürchte, der gute 

Stojan hat Recht.” 
13

Die Roma bezeichnen Fremde als "Gadsche". Das heißt soviel wie Dummkopf, Bauer oder auch Feind 
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obtained confidence of Sinti-children in this way and then did cruel experiments on them”14 

Also “racial scientists learned the language in order to get close to the community and build up family trees which were 

later used to seek out Sinti and send them to concentration camps. “(Bakker, 29). It can be said that “Every kind of interest 

in Romanes by outsiders is regarded with strong suspicion”(Holzinger, 1). 

Keeping Rromani secretly also is a result of the experience of having it as a strategy against oppression. Kyuchukov 

explains us that “The reason why Finnish (and English) Gypsies are wary of outsiders learning their language is because 

they see it- or remember it in the past – as a valuable tool for secret communication in situations of conflict with the 

authorities over, for example, camping sites.”(29) The historical aspect of this for sure lies also to a certain proportion in 

the memory of persecution, where ”many traveling and professional groups were outlawed or persecuted and needed to 

keep their messages, and often, their mere identity secret.(Bakker :74) 

Interestingly Non- Romani travellers who use the Rromani vocabulary, but a different grammar need this exclusive 

ingroup-Jargon for the same function as Sinti do. They want/have to be able to speak in front of strangers without being 

understood, this is how they can always find agreement in the group, without  showing disagreement to the outside. 

Besides, Kyuchukov and Bakker suggest that speakers of Para-Rromani are descendants from Rrom_nj_a, because it is 

stated that “typically we find Para-Romani in those areas where Romani... has been lost.” (75) This attitude towards 

Rromani as the own, as a safer space of protection, is also reflected in the custom of musicians who would not sing 

Rromani in front of Gadže, but only in front of other Rrom_nj_a (cp. Bakker 85).This strategy is also reflected in form of 

child education, where parents forbid to give any information about the language to outsiders (cp. Bakker 29). 

Furthermore, the secrecy of the language is also secured in the practice to translate place names or simply have different 

names than white people have which is a living metaphor for having another reality than gadže have and for the inner 

resistance of not accepting the given norm of a name but challenging the right to name, by renaming. 

However, the secrecy of the language is not valid for all Rrom_nj_a. As there are also individuals and groups, who publish 

in Rromani, as Slovak Rrom_nj_a do. But also the active writing of Rromani is not necessarily a contrast to resistance, 

because it supports language maintenance. 

3.4 Writing it Down 

Up to now, we have only covered the oral nature of Rromani, but for the last twohundred years a written Rromani is evolving. 

Although there had been written stories about Rrom_nj_a before, but the majority of these publications was made by gadže. This 

already shows the ambivalence of this topic, because writing in Rromani is not the same as Rrom_nj_a writing. The efforts of 

                                                 
14

Original text: Es ist unsere Sprache, unser einziges Rückzugsgebiet, unser Schutz. Daher ist sie ausschließlich mündlich tradiert. Die einzige Deutsche, die 

meines Wissens perfekt Romanes konnte, war die KZ-Ärztin Eva Justin, die so das Vertrauen von Sinti-Kindern erschlich und dann furchtbare Experimente mit 

ihnen gemachthat. Published under:http://www.tagesspiegel.de/zeitung/dotschy-reinhardt-ich-will-nicht-so-deutsch-wie-moeglich-leben/1318352.html   

http://www.tagesspiegel.de/zeitung/dotschy-reinhardt-ich-will-nicht-so-deutsch-wie-moeglich-leben/1318352.html
http://www.tagesspiegel.de/zeitung/dotschy-reinhardt-ich-will-nicht-so-deutsch-wie-moeglich-leben/1318352.html
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Rrom_nj_a writing is in fact an act of speaking out and claiming a subject-position, which had been denied for too long. 

3.4.1 Rrom_nj_a Writing 

With Television and the new media, the tradition of listening to stories has been challenged. As a reaction, Rrom_nj_a started writing 

down what they were used to tell (cp.:Bakker, 50).This act of writing is challenging the work of white Rrom_nj_a “Experts”, who had 

done that before, and continue to do so. Rrom_nj_a activists have shown and show that there is no space for them, because they can 

speak themselves. With every publication Rrom_nj_a are taking back the field of Rromology. There are periodicals, poetry, theatre 

plays, translations of the bible, and in some households even of the Qu'ran, written and spread by Rrom_nj_a.(cp. Bakker 95-100) 

3.4.2 Standardization and Schooling 

Since the International Rroma congress in 1971, many Rrom_nj_a linguists have worked on a standardization of the language. 

Several grammars have been published since then and have provided a large variety of Rromani grammars and dictionaries up to now. 

There is no unifying standard, and a lot of varieties are represented in form of grammars. . In 1990 the Romani union asked an 

international team of Rrom_nj_a-linguists to work on the standardization, for this they promoted the ideal of polynomy, which means 

that all the dialects with their differences should be respected and kept. The process reflects the diversity of the language and the 

understanding of Rrom_nj_a as a transnational community with autonomous speech communities. There are even three different 

alphabets used “In the Rromani speaking communities [:] The Latin or Roman (most of Europe), the Greek (Greece), the Cyrillic (e.g. 

Bulgaria, Russia, Serbia) and the Arabic (Iran).”(Bakker: 110).A partial agreement over the Alphabet of Courtiade has already  been 

achieved. The production of these works takes an important part in the resistance towards assimilation and language shift. Works like 

“What is the Romani Language?” which I have cited extensively throughout this paper and which is a co-production of several 

Rromologists is a challenge of the discourse. By showing off the lies and the ideas/myths made up around Rromani these activists are 

not only defending what is theirs, but they are resisting oppression and they help to clarify what is made up. To defend the right to 

speak Rromani has already transformed the Rromani standardization process, only because Rrom_nj_a take a stand and show that 

Rromani is not only the small Sanskrit-base, but a language with a large vocabulary. The combined efforts of activists and linguists 

have led to an official recognition of Rromani in Austria, Croatia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, the Netherlands, Norway the Slovak 

Republic, Slovenia and Sweden. Still, in many countries, including Germany a concrete implementation of the charter has to be 

achieved. 

This task has already been started by Rrom_nj_a NGOs, who have made up schools or single classes of Rromani. Fishman regards 

the community-run day schools as one of the more important institutions in the reversal of language shift (cp.326) 

As I have pointed out in the first part, this knowledge sharing is often made for Rrom_nj_a who cannot speak their language anymore, 

but also for children to learn the writing. As Rrom_nj_a history cannot be found on any official curriculum on Earth, there are also 

schools covering this lack, as the Gandhi school and the Kalyi Yag school in Hungary do. It is very common for Rromani-teachers to 

teach more than one dialect, in a school book project in Germany, three dialects are presented equally, so that students can learn the 
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concept of diversity in unity directly (cp: Kyuchukov 113) The trend is such, that young Rrom_nj_a relearn their language and 

therefore the collective effort of maintaining the language is in a broad sense is very likely to become even stronger during the next 

700 years. 

4 Conclusion 

Rromani is the language of a unique people, who, although scattered all over the globe, persecuted and deported, continue to maintain 

what is theirs. Rromani is not only a language, but a cultural value, a sign of solidarity and love. Ceija Stojka once asked, what was 

left over if we do not have our language anymore? (Interview with her, 08
th
 March 2012 via Skype) Rajko Djuric says Romani would 

be the only property Rrom_nj_a had guarded since their departure from India (Djuric 333). And this is true. The politics of divide and 

conquer had an immense impact on the history of Rromani and its speakers. But within these experiences of suppression the Rrom_ni 

has staid proud, proud of the heritage and of the everyday survival. Nevertheless, for many Rrom_nj_a this survival meant the loss of 

the own. It was necessary to survive. It was existential resistance. Rrom_nj_ a, who were able to maintain the language often did it in 

connection to existential resistance, which enabled/enables them to communicate in dangerous situations. 

As we have seen at the example of the Sinti, it was important for the cultural resistance to keep the exclusivity of the own and to learn 

from the sufferings in history. On the other hand, this behavior criticizes loudly the fact that Non-Rrom_nj_a cannot “explore” the 

Rrom_nj_ a and their language. Opacity therefore has always secured the Rrom_nj_ a and keeps on being a central strategy to resist 

oppression and racism. Although opacity and oppression have promoted passing, the maintenance of Rrom_nj_a culture and language 

is not at risk. There is a huge majority, which still has kept the language and there are as well, very motivated individuals, who give 

the language back in various ways. Not at last through writing. We are one people with many faces and our resistance lies on our 

tongue. 
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